
Revision Table Rules: 

 

 There are two different types of visible Revision Tables:  

o Document scope: I.e. all visible Revision Tables of that kind (spread on different 

sheets or even the same sheet) reference the same common, invisible underlying 

Revision Table Data Object. A drawing document (i.e. .idw-file) can have one or no 

hidden Revision Table Data Object of that kind. 

o Sheet Scope: Every Sheet may have an own hidden Revision Table Data Object which 

is the common data source for all Revision Tables of that kind on that particular 

sheet (even if you have multiple revision tables of that kind on the same sheet). A 

Sheet can have one or no hidden Revision Table Data Object of that kind. A drawing 

document can have as many of those objects as it has sheets. 

 

 If you want to figure out, which kind of revision table you’re currently dealing with, you have 

to have a glance on the caption of the editor window: 

 

Document scope: 

 
 

Sheet scope: 

 
 

 

 



 The underlying invisible Revision Table Data Object is implicitly created either on inserting a 

referencing Revision Table or Revision Tag the first time: 

 

o If there is no such Data Object of either kind yet existing inside the drawing, you can 

choose which kind of Revision Table to create, and control all its properties: 

 
 

 Once you have created the underlying Revision Table Data Object, you can create as many 

visible Revision Tables referencing that particular Data Object as you want 

 

o If you try to create another visible Revision Table with Document Scope, (it doesn’t 

matter on which sheet), the options are grayed out: 

 
 

o When you create a Revision Table with Sheet Scope the first time (remind: one per 

sheet), the behaviour of the corresponding underlying Data Object can be controlled, 

just as described before (i.e. even if another one with document scope does already 

exist on that sheet): 

 
 



o If there is an underlying Data Object already existing for the current sheet, the 

options are grayed out too: 

 
 

o All visible Revision Tables of both kinds, which reference the same underlying Data 

Object, have the same number of rows and show the same content. Anyway, you can 

independently select different columns to be displayed for each instance: 

 
 

 One option upon creation of an underlying Revision Table Data Object (i.e. creation of the 

first referencing visible Revision Table or Tag), is to select, whether the iProperty „Revision 

Number“ inside „Inventor Summary Information“ shall be linked with the revision table: 

 
This behaviour can be changed later via a toggle Button (whose current state is not very 

obvious): 

 
 



You can set the checkmark for both kinds of Revision Tables, but it takes only effect for such 

with Document Scope. This behaviour makes sense, but the fact that this option is not grayed 

out for Revision Tables with Sheet Scope is misleading. 

The linking works bidirectional (for Tables with Document Scope): Changing the iProp 

changes the value in the active row of the Table, and vice versa. 

 

 Other columns, which are linked to some other iProperties behave differently: 

o The link is always active, no matter what was chosen above 

o This linking is not bidirectional: When you change the iProperty, the Revision Tables 

on the sheets will instantly show that change. When you try to change it the other 

way round by editing the active row inside the Revision Table Editor, you’ll end up 

with an overridden value in your visible table 

 

 
 

o That override applies to all visible tables which are referencing the same underlying 

Data Object 

o This applies to both kinds of Revision Tables 

o This applies only to the active row of the Revision Table(s) 

o The MUI-Dependent default column captions might be misleading: E.g. in German 

versions of Inventor, the default column caption for “comments” is „Beschreibung”. 

But the literal English translation of “Beschreibung” is “Description” and in some 

places of the GUI it really serves as alias for the iProperty “Description” in „Design 

Tracking Properties“ (i.e. in the API or the BOM-Editor, whereas in the iProperty-Tab 

it’s named „Bezeichnung“ (which would rather be translated back with “designation” 

– so welcome to the Babylonian confusion): 

 
 



Anyway, it points to „Comments“ in „Inventor Summary Information“ too (which is 

„Kommentare“ in German): 

 
 

o All kinds of linking between Revision Tables and iProperties that have been described 

so far, do not affect the model which might be put on the sheet as drawing view. 

 

 

 The auto-increment feature for the column ”Revision Number” works for both kinds of 

Revision Tables.  

o As described before, in case of a Table with Document Scope it will feed back to the 

iProperty “Revision Number”. 

o In case of a Table with Sheet Scope, it will increment it too. If you edit respectively 

override it, it will not be marked as override (i.e. there will be no bold blue box), but 

the Table maintains its internal counter: 

 
 

o The same applies to Tables with document Scope… 

 
 



… but any overrides will be copied to the iProperty anyway, as long as the respective 

row is the active row: 

 
 

 

 

 The last revision-row of the Revision Table is the active row (marked with a pen in front):  

o Everything explained about automagic updates above applies to this row.  

o This row can’t be deleted. 

o Older rows can be deleted. 

o Whenever a new revision row is inserted, the Revision Number is incremented as 

chosen upon creation. In case of a Revision Table with document scope, the 

iProperty “Revision Number” will be incremented too (if chosen so): 

 
o A new Revision row will always be added at the bottom of the Table 

 

o The cell-texts of older rows will be cached to the underlying Data Object and the link 

to the corresponding iProperties is broken. The content of this cache is not editable, 

but can still be overridden as before (removing the override will bring up the historic 

entry again), or the rows can be purged entirely and irreversibly: 

 
 

o You can add rows without any intelligence and populate its cells with whatever you 

want: 



 
 

o In that case, the active row is not necessarily the last row in the table any more 

o Non-Revision Rows can be added at any position 

o The context-Menu option “Insert row” will insert such a dumb row (underneath the 

selected position): 

 
 

o Old rows and dumb rows can be moved up and down inside the table at any time: 

 

 
 

 I have no clue what this is supposed to be: 

 



 

 

 

About Revision Tags: 
 

 Each Revision Tag points to a certain row of a certain Revision Table Data Object: 

 

o If there is nothing else but a Revision Table Data Object with Document Scope, all 

newly created Tags will point to that Table. 

o Every Tag points to the row that has been the active Row when it has been created: 

 
This association cannot be changed afterwards. 

 

o The Cell-Text of the Revision Column can be altered for all rows, either by editing the 

Tag or by using the Table editor. The result is equivalent and has all characteristics 

which have been described above (i.e. the internal counter will not be affected). For 

some odd reason, the Tag-Editor does not show the current content when it is called: 

 
 

 

 

 When there are already two competing Revision Tables of different Kinds on the same sheet 

(i.e one with Document Scope and one with Sheet Scope), every newly created Revision Tag 

on that sheet will point to the Table with Sheet-Scope.  

o There doesn’t seem to be a way to control this. 

o Tags that have been created before the creation of the Sheet-Scope-Table remain 

associative with the Document-Scope-Table. 



 
 

o The only way to figure out, which Table belongs to a certain Tag is by examining the 

caption of the Tag-Editor (similar to figuring out the Table’s kind): 

 
 

 

 

 

 The underlying Revision Table Data Object persists, as long as there is any Revision Table or –

Tag pointing to it. That means: If you want to get rid of the entire revision history, and start it 

all over from scratch on an existing drawing (e.g. because it has been created as a copy of an 

existing drawing), you’ll need to purge all referencing Tables and Tags. Otherwise, the entire 

content of the table will pop up again after deleting and recreating the Table. This can be 

quite tough, if you need to purge all Revision Tags on a Drawing that looks like a knitting 

pattern sheet. 

 

 Heads up! When there have been two competing Revision tables of different kind on the 

same sheet, and the one with sheet scope has been deleted, but there are still tags pointing 

to it, the underlying Data Object persists! Thus, any newly inserted tag will point to this 

hidden Data Object whose presence is not indicated by any visible referencing Revision Table 

on that sheet. This can be confusing, as the Revision Numbers of the newly created tag might 

have nothing to do with what’s visible on the sheet: 



 
 

 

About the Exposure through Inventors API: 
 

 Everything that has been described above about what’s going on behind the curtain, is not 

exposed through the API either. Thus, trying to clarify things by examining the API’s Object 

Model is not helpful: 

 



o A RevisionTable-Object has no reference to a hidden, underlying Data Object: 

 
 

 

 

 

 

o Revision Tables with identical underlying Data-Object with Document Scope appear 

to be independent, Sheet-Bound Objects: 



 
 

o In other words: There is no Revision Table-related object on document-Level that 

could be referenced by tables with Document Scope: 



 
 

o Revision Tags don’t seem to be exposed through the API at all: 

 



 
 

o This is deplorable, as you cannot even write a macro to find and delete all revision 

tags on all sheets, if you want to reset the revision table content completely.  

 

 


